Advertising Opportunities with New Site Format
and RadioP1 Player Combination
FRONT PAGE OPS
Front Page Ops Include:
 468x250
Rotating/Linked Ads
No more than 10
suggested


300x250 Platinum
Sponsor Tiles No More
than 6 suggested



300x100 Gold Sponsor
Tiles no more than 6
suggested



468x100 Category
Banner Ads no more
than 2 per category
suggested



200x200
Promotion/Programming
Tiles (Optional)

Front page ads should be reserved for Platinum/Gold Sponsors only, who have bought premium
radio/web packages in the top tier of your client list. Large ads are for Platinum, smaller ads for Gold,
and a SINGLE category sponsor ad is available for the KEY sponsor of each category displayed on
your front page.
All ads should link to a Business Directory Page (see examples in pages to follow) to try and keep
listeners on site, as opposed to linking to the client web site.

.




2 - 468x 100 -Banner ads
6 tile ads – 300 wide (could be 300x250 or 300x 100

Each category page (11 categories) has the ability to carry additional sponsor
tiles and banners
Banners should be reserved for Gold category sponsors
Tiles should be for Silver Sponsors
Again…both should be linked to Business Directories if possible.
With all of the current category page options, there are more than 80
tile/banner ad ops.

Business Directories
Offer the best opportunity for the
clients to have a 24/7 expanded
presence with your listeners.
Comparable to a ½ page full color ad
in most local coupons, these
directory pages combine the
permanence/printability of print/web,
with the discounts and offers of a
coupon section.
Client gets






Up to a 250 word description
Up to 5 pictures
Link to their current web site
Name, address, phone
number
Up to 5 printable coupons

RADIOP1 MEDIA CENTER

The RadioP1 Media Center offers a wide range of advertising options for sponsors of the streaming and ondemand content. The ability to present graphics (banner, overlays), audio, and video (commercials and
content) makes the RadioP1 Media Center one of the most flexible and easy
to monetize new tools available to broadcasters today.
Audio/Video- Each streamed or on-demand program (called an asset once it
is archived) can have a unique list of sponsors attached to it. An audio or
video commercial can be inserted into the pre-roll for key sponsors of the
content, in addition to the regular ads that run in the terrestrial/stream feed.
Graphics- Each program and asset can also have a unique list of sponsor
graphics (banners and overlay tiles) that rotate during the program/asset
segment. The can be linked back to the client’s business directory, their web
site, or station promotion pages.
RadioP2 Side Channels- the most unique function of the Media Center is
the option for listeners to choose from over 150 different streamed formats.
However, in this case, each format becomes an extension of your station and
its advertising, as you are able to insert pre-roll and insert audio ads into
each format, as well as have a unique list of banners and overlay ads that
rotate during playback. This is a way to capture the “Pandora Listener” while
allowing your advertisers to interact with your listeners, and keep them
engaged on your site.
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